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AbstractÐA contribution to the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence is made by searching for astro-
engineering products (Dyson spheres) of advanced civilizations using the Infrared Space Observatory
(ISO) satellite. ISO is the European infrared astronomy mission covering the wavelength region of 2±
240 microns. A SETI program using 1 h 18 m total spacecraft time has been established and will be
described. The program will be the ®rst attempt to perform active SETI in the infrared using a space-
craft. A photometric survey, covering 3±60 microns, of several old main sequence stars will be per-
formed in order to assess infrared excesses compatible with the presence of large astro-engineering
products like Dyson spheres that emit a blackbody temperature of several hundred K. This survey shall
identify candidates for Dyson spheres. In addition, a few objects which are known to show infrared
excesses in the 12 or 25 micron IRAS measurements are considered for a detailed photometric investi-
gation. The usage of the ISO satellite is crucial for the success of the program as only ISO currently
o�ers, with its infrared photometer, the high sensitivity that is needed to detect the radiation of cold
arti®cial structures superimposed on the several thousand K blackbody background spectrum of the
host star. # 1998 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved

1. INTRODUCTION

There is a direct way to detect an extra-terrestrial

civilization in the infrared regime, viz. looking for

astro-engineering, arti®cial objects built within or

near a planetary orbit around a star. An advanced

civilization may construct spherical shells or rings

around the host star in order to increase the bio-

sphere or to utilize the host star's energy in an e�-

cient direct way. The concept of re-arranging

planetary matter into spherical shells was ®rst

described in scienti®c context by Dyson [1]. ``Dyson

spheres'', the astro-engineering project to construct

a ring or sphere around the host star is not as fan-

tastic as it might appear, because (i) it serves the

basic needs of an advanced civilization: the exten-

sion of the biosphere and the generation of energy,

(ii) the technical feasibility is not beyond the scope

of today's human technical imagination and known

physics as was demonstrated by Dyson [2].

If any nearby civilization built a Dyson sphere,

then it will be detectable in the infrared; all or part

of the host star's radiation is converted into a sev-

eral hundred K blackbody radiation. There is a

great advantage in the search for these artefacts: it

does not require that the civilization intentionally

transmits radiation in the Sun's directionÐthe
detection method is completely passive.

Until now, no unambiguous identi®cation of a
Dyson sphere could be achieved. The main pro-
blems are:

1. the required sensitivity of the infrared detection
system, and

2. the potential confusion with natural phenomena
like e.g. interplanetary dust.

The observation program established for ISO and
described here, will adequately cope with both pro-
blems in order to resolve them.

The measurements of the SETI observation pro-
gram with ISO are currently ongoing.

2. REQUIRED OBSERVATION SENSITIVITY

In a generalized approach to the task to detect

arti®cial artefacts of an extra-terrestrial civilization,
we assume that rings in a planetary orbit or incom-
plete Dyson spheres might exist apart from com-

plete Dyson spheres around a star. In order to
detect these rings or Dyson spheres, the infrared
excess ¯ux at wavelengths beyond 10 microns up to

about 60 microns needs to be separated from the
host star's background radiation, i.e., a superposi-
tion of a several hundred K blackbody spectrum
and a several thousand K blackbody spectrum has
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to be identi®ed. This requires the detection of a de-

viation from the several thousand K blackbody

spectrum in the order of about 3% in the 10±20

micron regime, whereas it requires the detection of

very low absolute ¯ux in the range of 100 mJy (1

Jy = 10ÿ26 W mÿ2 Hzÿ1) at about 60 microns. The

absolute ¯ux decreases with increasing wavelength.

Some quantitative examples may illustrate the

required measurement accuracy. Figure 1 presents

in a logarithmic scale the spectra of an old main

sequence host star (5800 K; size of the Sun), an
incomplete Dyson sphere (300 K; radius 1 AU) with

a completeness ratio of 1/100, and the superposition
of both as it appears to the observer. For a comple-
teness of this Dyson sphere of only 1/10,000, the

excess ¯ux in addition to the ¯ux of the same old
main sequence host star ¯ux ranges from about
0.1% at 7 microns to about 6% at 60 microns.

Figure 2 presents the pure excess infrared ¯ux in a
scale relative to the star's ¯ux.
The detection of these small infrared excess ¯uxes

requires adequate sensitivity and accuracy of the
measuring instrument. Only the ISO satellite is
today, and will be for this decade, the tool capable
to deliver the required accuracy in infrared

measurements. Especially the ISOPHOT photo-
meter instrumentÐoperated in an environment
undisturbed by the Earth's atmosphereÐachieves

the accuracy of a few percent in infrared ¯ux
measurements as well as the sensitivity to detect
low absolute infrared ¯uxes.

3. THE ISO SATELLITE

The Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) is the ®rst
infrared astronomy satellite allowing pointed obser-
vations of selected targets in the infrared. It allows

imaging, photometry, polarimetry, spectroscopy in
the wavelength range 2±240 microns. ISO's pay-
load, a Ritchey±ChreÂ tien telescope (diameter of the
main mirror 60 cm) and four local plane instru-

ments, is mounted in a cryostat which contains
2300 liters of super¯uid helium at 1.8 K tempera-
ture. This cools the payload to 2±6 K, thus reducing

the instrumental infrared radiation and straylight
e�ectively enough to achieve the high sensitivity for
the astronomical observations. The ISO satellite [3]

has an overall height of 5.4 m and a total mass of
2.4 tons.
ISO was launched successfully on 17 November

1995, 02:20 h CET with an Ariane 44P rocket. The
satellite was set into a highly excentric 24 h Earth
orbit with an apogee of approximately 70,600 km
and a perigee of 1000 km. ISO's lifetime is limited

to approximately 1.5 years by the amount of liquid
helium for cooling.

4. THE ISOPHOT INSTRUMENT

The ISOPHOT photometer is one of the 4 pay-

load instruments on board ISO. It is a contribution
of an international consortium of companies and
institutes, managed by the Max-Planck-Institut fuÈ r

Astronomie in Heidelberg. The instrument allows
high-precision photometry in the wavelength regime
of 3±240 microns, using single-pixel semiconductor

detectors or multi-pixel arrays. In total, the obser-
ver can choose between 25 ®lters for selection of
the wavelength range. Internal calibration sources
can be used to check a detector's actual sensitivity,

Fig. 1. Spectrum of an old main sequence star of 5800 K
surface temperature (and size of the Sun), an incomplete
Dyson sphere (300 K; radius 1 AU) of completeness ratio
of 1/100, and the resulting superposition spectrum. The
arti®cial artefact is detectable via the infrared excess ¯ux.

Fig. 2. Infrared excess ¯ux of an incomplete Dyson sphere
of completeness ratio 1/10,000 (300 K; radius 1 AU), rela-
tive to the ¯ux of the host star (5800 K; size of the Sun),

presented in a logarithmic scale.
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thus helping to increase the measurement accuracy.
The ISOPHOT instrument [4] consists of a cryogeni-

cally cooled optical sensor unit and is complemen-
ted and controlled by an electronics unit based on a
micro-processor system.

The SETI program described here, uses three
single-pixel detectors of ISOPHOT in the wave-
length range 3±60 microns and a 3�3 pixels array

for measurements in the 50±90 micron range.

5. THE OBSERVATION CONCEPT

The observation concept follows a double-tracked
strategy:

1. performing a photometric survey in a larger
sample of stars, and

2. performing a more detailed photometric investi-
gation of a smaller sample of targets that showed

infrared excesses in 12 or 25 micron IRAS
measurements.

The originally planned survey part of the program

comprised 60±70 old main sequence stars, the
detailed investigation part comprised 10±15 objects.
This program layout required 19±21 h of ISO

spacecraft time. The Observation Time Allocation
Committee who decided upon the observation pro-
gram proposals accepted the SETI program but

with a signi®cant reduction in spacecraft time. The
total observation time granted amounts to 1 h
18 m. This, of course, reduces the number of targets

that can be observed to e�ectively 7. Nevertheless,
the observations should help to identify candidates
for Dyson spheres or arti®cial artefacts.
The objects of the small survey program part are

observed in ®ve separate ®lter bands, centered at
3.6, 7.3, 11.5, 20 and 60 microns, respectively. In
order to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio of the

observation, an e�ective aperture of 23 arcsec is
applied for the measurements in 3.6±20 micron, and
99 arcsec for the 60 micron band. A small aperture

reduces the background straylight. On the other
hand, di�raction losses shall be avoided which
requires a minimum aperture size determined by the
telescope's mirror diameter and the wavelength

used.
The single objects selected for the detailed investi-

gation part of the program shall be observed in up

to 13 wavelength bands, centered at 3.6, 4.85, 7.3,
10, 11.5, 12, 16, 20, 25, 50, 60, 70 and 90 microns.
The measurements in the ®lter bands at 3.6±25

microns are performed with single-pixel detectors,
using a 23 arcsec aperture. Measurements in 50±90
micron ®lter bands are performed with the 3�3

pixels detector array which nearly ®lls the
unvignetted focal plane diameter of 180 arcsec.
All measurements of a target are accompanied

by:

1. background measurements o�-target in order to
assess the signal contribution by zodiacal light

and cirrus;
2. internal calibration measurements in order to

record the actual detector sensitivity at the time

of observation.

Both measures will provide the high accuracy
required for this SETI program.

Absolute calibration of the ISOPHOT detectors
and the internal ®ne calibration sources is accom-
plished by regular measurements of celestial infra-

red standard objects.
Whenever a small aperture of e.g. 23 arcsec is

used, a so-called ``high-precision pointing'' of the

satellite's attitude, i.e. telescope pointing direction is
performed. This measure is required in order to
actually ``hit'' the viewing director of the target.
The observation concept followed with this infra-

red SETI program is an innovation in its own: it
will be the ®rst time that a dedicated SETI program
is actively performed in the infrared from an orbit-

ing satellite. Papagiannis [5] ®rst used a spacecraft,
viz. IRAS (infrared astronomical satellite), in SETI
for a post-facto inspection of IRAS measurements

(a ``passive'' search strategy). Recent investigations
had been made on the theoretical ®eld, and by sur-
veys in the IRAS data by Jugaku and
Nishimura [6], but no evidence of Dyson spheres

could be found. The restricted number of wave-
length bands that had been provided by IRAS
makes an interpretation of some infrared excess in

the spectrum vague. Jugaku et al. [7] investigated
the 12 micron ¯ux in comparison with the 2.2
micron ¯ux of 180 solar-type stars but could not

®nd any candidate for Dyson spheres. Witteborn [8]
performed ground-based observations of a small
sample of stars in the infrared regime of 8.5±13.5

microns in order to search for Dyson spheres, but
the spectral range presumably was too narrowÐres-
tricted by the absorption in Earth's atmosphereÐto
allow unambiguous identi®cation of Dyson spheres.

6. THE OBSERVATION TARGETS

6.1. Target selection criteria

The selection of target stars for the SETI pro-
gram with ISO is straight-forward when considering
the fact that a search for activities for an old

advanced civilization is envisaged. It shall be
assumed that the civilization has developed on a
planet; so the program requires to observe stars

that allow life and, subsequently, a civilization of
intelligent beings to develop for a very long time in
an astrophysically undisturbed environment. This
leads to the following criteria which had been devel-

oped e.g. by Soderblom and Latham [9]:

1. The age of the target star shall be around or lar-
ger than that of the Sun, i.e. larger than 4.6 Gy,
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minimum 3 Gy. The (B±V) colour index is a

suitable age indicator, values from 0.6±1.0 hint

to acceptable ages. A reliable age indicator is the

chromospheric activity which can be assessed by

the measurement of CaII H and K lines and

relating them to the star's bolometric ¯ux.

2. The target star shall be a single star in order to

avoid disturbance of a potential planet by a

companion star.

3. The star shall be near the Sun in order to allow

for infrared ¯uxes to be above the detection limit

for a quick spectral survey.

4. The chemical composition of the star shall be

solar-like in order to provide for high enough

metallicity to form solid Earth-like planets.

5. The total ¯ux and temperature of the target star

shall be comparable to that of the Sun in order

to allow for a habitable zone around the star

being similar to that of the Sun.

The order of listing the criteria re¯ects the priority

grading for target selection applied in the sense top-

down.

Essentially, these criteria had already been

applied earlier by Soderblom [10] to compile a po-

tential target list for the search for extra-terrestrial

intelligence on the northern hemisphere, and simi-

larly by Lemarchand et al. [11] for the southern

hemisphere. An extract of both these lists could be

identi®ed to be applicable for the proposed Dyson
sphere search survey with ISO.

The target candidates for the detailed investi-
gation have been selected according to their known
infrared excesses.

6.2. The target stars

Depending on the launch date of ISOÐeither in
autumn or in springÐthere exist sky areas which
are not accessible for observation by ISO during

the mission. Consequently, any observation target
list originally consisted of two sets, one for the
autumn launch, the other for a possible spring

launch. Table 1 lists all targets that had been ®nally
selected for this SETI program with ISO, subdi-
vided into two subsets according to the launch sea-

son. Every target star is quoted with its name,
spectral type and class, coordinates, and an indi-
cation whether the star is part of the survey or a
candidate for the detailed investigation. According

to the November 1995 launch date, the ``autumn
launch'' target list is applicable for our SETI pro-
gram.

As any celestial object is not necessarily visible
by ISO throughout the whole mission period, the
targets had been selected such that they have a visi-

bility of at least 5%. This boundary condition guar-
antees that the SETI targets will not invoke
scheduling problems in the ISO mission planning.

Table 1. Targets list for the SETI program with ISO. `HD' denotes the Henry Draper
catalogue, `SAO' the catalogue of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. The
coordinates are given in epoch 1950.0. `/s/' indicates a survey program candidate, `/d/'

a candidate for detailed spectral investigation

Target star Candidate Spectral type & class
Coordinates (epoch

1950.0)

Autumn launch
HD4628 /s/ K2 V RA 00h 45m 45.s453

DEC + 05801'25.087
HD4614 (Z Cas A) /s/ G0 V RA 00h 46m 03.s64

DEC + 57833'03.01
HD187691 /s/ F8 V RA 19h 48m 37.s86

DEC + 10817'21.02
HD190406 /s/ G1 V RA 20h 01m 51.s34

DEC + 16856'00.05
HD166620 /s/ K2 V RA 18h 07m 58.s00

DEC + 38827'12.05
HD196850 /s/ G0 RA 20h 36m 46.s61

DEC + 38827'39.07
SAO179815
HD98800

/d/ K4 V RA 11h 19m 37.s07

DECÿ 24830'10.05
Spring launch

HD37124 /s/ G41 V-V RA 05h 34m 03.s91
DEC + 20842'25.02

HD102870 (b Vir) /s/ F9 V RA 11h 48m 05.s385
DEC + 02802'47.061

HD43587 /s/ F9 V RA 06h 14m 37.s11
DEC + 058o7'02.04

HD190406 /s/ G1 V RA 20h 01m 51.s34
DEC + 16856'00.05

HD4614 (Z Cas A) /s/ G0 V RA 00h 46m 03.s64
DEC + 57833'03.01

SAO179815
(HD98800)

/d/ K4 V RA 11h 19m 37.s07

DECÿ 24830'10.05
e Eri /d/ K2 V RA 03h 30m 34.s355

DECÿ 09837'34.075
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The coordinates, proper motions (not listed in
the table but required to adapt the coordinates for

actual epoch during observation), the spectral type
and class of the target stars have been determined
from the SIMBAD database system of various

astronomical star catalogues, Centre de DonneÂ es
astronomiques, Strasbourg, France.
The survey target stars selected exhibitÐtypi-

cally, as observed with IRAS, or extrapolated from
2 micron ground observationsÐan expected infra-
red ¯ux of about 5±20 Jy at 4 microns, 0.5±8 Jy in

the 12 micron band, and about one order of magni-
tude less in the 60 micron regime. These ¯uxes are
feasible for the ISOPHOT instrument to achieve a
S/N ratio between approximately 35 (0.5 Jy at 20

microns), usually better, and 70 (5 Jy at 3.6
microns) with an integration time of 32±128 s per
target per ®lter.

The infrared ¯ux excess to be expected for the
detailed investigation target sample is large, so that
the targets are much more observable and allow

measurements with considerably improved S/N
ratios in the same integration time regime of 32±
128 s per ®lter. The S/N ratios span from values

like 60 (1 Jy at 20 microns) to 100±400 at 1 Jy in
the long-wavelength regimes (>50 microns).
The actual con®guration of the observation

modes with the ISOPHOT instrument takes esti-

mates of the zodiacal light contribution at the tar-
get star's position into account. These background
estimates have been performed separately for every

spectral ®lter used in an observation.
In fact, after consideration of achievable S/N

ratios and background contribution, the measure-

ments will apply 32 s integration time for every tar-
get in every ®lter.

7. IDENTIFICATION OF DYSON SPHERES

An infrared excess in the measured spectrum of a

target star does not necessarily indicate directly the
presence of an arti®cial object. Rather, it is more
probable that natural phenomena like dust clouds

or planetary material provide for the higher infra-
red signals. How then is it possible to distinguish
between the radiation of an arti®cial object and the
radiation of natural material?

The clue should lie in the fact that any dust or
planetary material would exhibit di�erent tempera-
tures. Thus, its integral radiation is a superposition

of many blackbody spectra. On the other hand, a
Dyson sphere or incomplete ring is expected to
achieve a certain equilibrium temperature which

results in the blackbody radiation of only one tem-
perature.
The task to distinguish a Dyson sphere from

natural dust components therefore reduces in the
®rst place to the question: does the infrared excess
spectrum ®t to a single-temperature blackbody radi-
ation or can the spectrum only be ®t by a superpo-

sition of several blackbody curves with di�erent
temperatures? Of course, the accuracy of the ®t

directly depends on the number of spectral points
measured for the target.

8. FOLLOW-UP OBSERVATIONS

The precision in the determination of an infrared
¯ux excess increases with the accuracy in knowledge

of the host star's optical spectrum. Therefore, it is
considered to performÐin addition to the ISO ob-
servationsÐprecise ground-based spectroscopic
measurements in the optical and near-infrared

regime, e.g. at 2 microns, or even bolometric
measurements at 5±20 microns.
Any additional information in the sub-millimeter

regime is useful to complete the spectral curve
beyond the infrared wavelength range. Here, an
accompanying observation program at the sub-mm

telescope on Gornergrat (Switzerland) is envisaged.
Whenever an infrared excess in the target spec-

trum is detected which cannot be described by natu-
ral phenomena like dust or planetary material, it is

essential to investigate the target with (i) higher
spectral resolution in the infrared, and (ii) obser-
vations in other spectral ranges like radio or visible

in order to determine any peculiarities in the spec-
trum or in the temporal development of the ¯ux
curve. In this case, follow-up observations with ISO

can be scheduled, and ground-based observation
programs will be developed, respectively.

9. SUMMARY

In summary, the ISO mission carryingÐamong
othersÐthe ISOPHOT photometer instrument pro-
vides the unprecedented opportunity to detect can-

didates of Dyson spheres due to the accessible
infrared spectral range (undisturbed by any atmos-
phere), the high sensitivity, and its photometric ac-

curacy. If there are any Dyson spheres or arti®cial
rings present around one or more of the selected
target stars then the measurements planned in the
course of the SETI program described above would

unambiguously identify the infrared excesses from a
Dyson sphere down to a completeness ratio of ap-
proximately 1/10,000. Still, any infrared excess

found needs to be investigated with respect to a
natural origin. To this end, a procedure to ®t
single-temperature or multi-temperature blackbody

spectra to the measurements is envisaged.
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